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READ THIS FIRST

BE SURE TO DO THE FOLLOWING AND YOU WILL
AVOID THE MOST COMMON INSTALLATION
MISTAKES.

1. HOIST MUST BE LEVEL
     SEE PAGE: 416086, 416272.

2. MUST HAVE 2” SPACE
     SEE PAGE: 416086.

3. SUFFICIENT OVERHANG
SEE PAGE: 520069, 620010, 620103, 620104, 628020, 552010, 662052 OR
662851.

4. USE PUMP WHICH MEETS VENCO SPECIFICATION
      SEE PAGE: 416811.



A minimum clearance of 2" is required between the hoist
(upper arm) and the body cross members in order to prevent
a mechanical lockout.

When installing the hoist, be sure to keep the hoist on a
horizontal plane - LEVEL - with the truck frame.

* All VENCO Conversion Hoists - VC416 thru VC6628 *

VC416 / VC516

VC6628

VC5520 / VC6620

VC628

 2" MIN

VENCO HOISTS

IMPORTANT WARNING H150

Mounted Level
(VC416 shown)

Support

Level

Level
*Top edge* of lower arm

Level

Level

Level

Level

11-7-02E

6-12-03F

VC620 (620000)

VC520 / VC620 (620200)
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Included with your Venco hoist are two (2) sets of
warning and caution decals.  These decals should be
placed in a prominent location on each side of the truck
body (roadside and curbside) so they are easily seen
and readily identifiable.
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HOIST MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS

Refer to drawings 520071, 662053, or 628021 (on the preceding pages).

CAUTION
If the distance between the centers of the rear axle and the rear hinge assembly exceeds 38", additional
reinforcement of the truck frame is necessary.

A. Mark the location for the rear hinge.  Ideally this location will be immediately behind a truck cross member
approximately 34" behind the center of the rear axle on a single axle truck.

B. Cut a 90° slot in each side of the frame as shown in Figure 2.

C. Position the angle iron frame of the rear hinge assembly in the truck frame cut outs.  Make sure the rear hinge
assembly is properly positioned on the truck frame.  Weld all around truck frame rear hinge assembly joint (both
sides).  See installation drawing 662861 on the following page for information regarding the mounting of the rear
hinge brackets to the body.

Figure 2 - Frame Modification and Rear Hinge Attach-
ment

D. Locate the hoist on the truck frame, making sure to center and square the hoist to the truck frame.  The VC
Hoist is designed to rest on the truck frame.  A section of the hoist extends below the truck frame level.
Therefore, the hoist may have to be moved slightly forward or backward to avoid frame crossmembers.  The
distance between the rear hinge assembly center and the hoist center is referred to as the "M" dimension.  The
tables on drawings 520071, 662053, and 628021 provide the dump angles associated with various "M"
dimensions.

Note: Moving the hoist along the truck frame will affect the hoist's performance.  A forward movement
decreases dump angle and increases capacity.  A backward movement increases dump angle and
decreases capacity.

MANUFACTURING, INC.
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TRUCK FRAME (CHASSIS)

REAR HINGE
BRACKET

HINGE ASSY TUBE

6628 ONLY:
WELD 662845 PLATE (FURNISHED)
TO INSIDE BODY RAIL
AND TO HINGE ASSY TUBE
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HOIST MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS (Continued)

E. After the hoist is positioned, place the mounting angles (Figure 4) under each side of the hoist saddle and against
the truck frame.  Clamp securely in place.  Drill though the frame (17/32") and install the mounting angle with
three  (3) 1/2" x 1-1/2" Grade 8 hex head cap screws, lock washers, and hex nuts (both sides).

NOTE: The hoist mounting bracket must sit flush on the truck frame.  If rivet head interference is encountered,
use a filler block or countersink clearance holes in the bottom of the hoist saddle.

Do not weld the hoist mounting bracket to the truck frame.  This may void the truck warranty.

F. Weld each end of the hoist saddle to its mounting angle as shown in Figure 4.  Note the welding symbols.  Do
not weld to the truck frame.

Figure 4 - Mounting Angle Assembly

MANUFACTURING, INC.
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HOIST MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS (Continued)

G. Install the PTO pump per the following instructions and per the pump manufacturer's instructions.

1. See Figure 5.  Position and bolt each pump bracket to the pump and secure with the 3/8 x 1-1/4" bolts and
hex nuts (VC-520 requires only 2 pump brackets).

2. Position the pump assembly with brackets and securely clamp to the frame on the same side that the
transmission mounted PTO shaft is located.

Note:  Position the pump brackets as high on the truck frame as possible when mounting the pump.

3. Two (2) 17/32" holes need to be drilled in the pump brackets and truck frame (Figure 5).  Mark the hole
locations as close to the truck frame flanges as possible.  Drill 17/32" holes and install the 1/2" x 1-1/2" hex
head cap screws with lockwashers and hex nuts.

Figure 5 - Pump Installation

MANUFACTURING, INC.
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HOIST MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS (Continued)

4. Install the truck PTO assembly using the manufacturer's instructions.

5. Determine the exact length "L" of the drive shaft (Figure 6).  The drive shaft should be kept as short and level as
possible.

6. Cut the 7/8" square drive shaft to the length that was determined in the previous steps.

7. The supplied U-joint (with the 1" round x 7/8" square slip yoke) fits on the pump drive shaft.  The U-joint for the
PTO is not furnished.

8. Trial fit each U-joint to the hex drive shaft and trial fit the drive shaft assembly to the pump and PTO.  At this point,
mark the set screw locations of the PTO U-joint on the square drive shaft.  Disassemble the drive shaft assembly
and countersink the drive shaft at the marked locations.

9. Assemble each U-joint to the hex drive shaft and install the drive shaft assembly.  After installing, secure the  PTO
U-joint to the drive shaft using 3/8" x 5/8" drilled hex head set screw (furnished).  Safety wire all (3) screws to insure
that they do not loosen.

10. For additional pump and drive shaft mounting instructions, refer to the manufacturer's instructions included with
the pump.  Refer to Figures 6 and Dwg. 520078.

H. Install hydraulic hoses per the following instructions:

1. 7' (or 7'-10") hose(s) installation - Connect one end of the hose to the front pump port (low pressure).  Connect
the other end of the hose to the rod end of the hoist cylinder (Figure 5).

2. 5' hose(s) installation - Connect one end of the hose to the rear pump port (high pressure).  Connect the other end
of the hose to the base end of the hoist cylinder (Figure 5).

Figure 6 - Drive Shaft Assembly

MANUFACTURING, INC.
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HOIST MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS (Continued)

I. Position and secure the filler strips (liner or sleeper) to the truck frame (Figure 4).

The VC 520 and VC 620 require a minimum of 7-1/2" clearance above the truck frame.
The VC 628 requires a minimum of 8" clearance above the truck frame.
The VC 5520 and VC 6620 require a minimum of 8-1/2" clearance above the truck frame.
The VC 6628 requires a minimum of 10-1/2" clearance above the truck frame.

Example:  Assuming that a 7-1/2" clearance is required and 5" long beams are on the truck body, a liner of at
least 2-1/2" net will be required to obtain the minimum clearance required to mount the hoist.
5" + 2-1/2" = 7-1/2" min.

J. Position the body longitudinals (long beams) onto the truck frame.

Note: At least 2" are required for clearance between the cab and closest point on the truck body.

K. Place the rear hinge brackets in the vertical position (Figure 2).  Weld and/or bolt the brackets to the
longitudinals.  If bolted, mark and drill each bracket four (4) places (17/32" holes) and secure the brackets to the
longitudinals using eight (8) 1/2"-13 x 1-1/2" Grade 8 hex head cap screws, eight (8) 1/2" lockwashers, and eight
(8) 1/2"-13 hex nuts.

L. Refer to Drawing 520093 on the following page .  Make sure that the dump body longitudinals are resting
flush on the top of the spacers (which are welded to the lifting angles).  Weld the top of both lifting angles (the
vertical "leg") to the top flanges of the body longitudinals - a reinforcement plate may be required to fill the space
between the lifting angles and body longitudinals.  Weld all around the lifting angles, body longitudinals, spacers,
and reinforcement plates (if used).  Be sure that your installation follows the method shown on the
following page - Drawing 520093 .

Note:  Step "L" (above) is a critical installation procedure that must be
carefully followed to ensure a successful hoist installation.  Deviation from
the suggested installation method may result in damage to the hoist.

MANUFACTURING, INC.
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Model VC416 VC516 VC520 VC620 VC628 VC5520 VC6620 VC6628
Control Cable & Console

Up Hose
Down Hose 628041 (2) 628041

High Pressure Hose
Suction Hose

Pump/Valve/Tank
Pump (Only)

620125 - Curved   620124 - Straight

(2) 416045
416044

416045
520574 (2) 520574

Mounting/Spline Information SAE "A" 2 BOLT MOUNTING FLANGE,    
5/8"-9 SPLINE SHAFT, CCW  ROTATION

SAE "B" 2 BOLT MOUNTING FLANGE,    
7/8"-13 SPLINE SHAFT

416045
416079 520088F

416277 520594
620011 (9 QUART) 662077 (21 QUART)

NOTE: ARROW ON PUMP HOUSING INDICATES ROTATION DIRECTION
          FAILURE TO MATCH PTO ROTATION WITH PUMP ROTATION WILL
             RESULT IN PUMP FAILURE.

DIRECTIONAL PUMP CONFIGURATION
FOR VC416 - VC620

BI-ROTATIONAL PUMP CONFIGURATION
FOR VC628 & UP

PUMP
P/N 520594

PUMP
P/N 416277

NOTE: FOR BI-ROTATIONAL PUMP MOUNTING AND HOSE CONNECTION
INFORMATION, SEE DRAWING 416812.
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HOIST MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS

A. Hoist Unit Lubrication

1. PTO Driven Pump - Tighten and grease (with high quality commercial grade grease) the lube fittings located in
the PTO drive shaft assembly.

2. Lubricate all grease fittings on the hoist unit.

3. Lubricate the rear hinge assembly.

4. The hoist system should be serviced at the same time the truck is serviced, and sooner if the hoist unit is
performing heavy duty service.

5. Pump Reservoir - Shall be filled with the recommended oil per the manufacturer's instructions.  Periodically
check the hydraulic fluid and change when the truck engine oil is changed.

B. PTO Pump Operation

With the hoist and body completely installed, cycle the hoist several times to purge the hydraulic system of air.
Operate the hoist system per the instructions in this manual and per the PTO manufacturer's instructions.

WARNING
Do not operate the pump at more than 1000 RPM.  Severe hoist system damage could result.  The PTO
speed to engine speed is governed by the gear ratio of the PTO drive installed in the truck transmission.

CAUTION
For long service and safety from VC Hoists, it is important that the following procedure be followed each time
the hoist is operated:

1. Engage the PTO from the truck cab and adjust the engine speed to obtain the correct PTO and lift speed
desired.

2. Pull the pump knob out.  This will cause the hoist to raise.  Refer to Drawing 520078.

3. When the hoist has reached its maximum capacity, the pump will bypass through the relief valve.  To
prevent the pump from bypassing, push the pump knob to the center/middle position.  Whenever the pump
knob is centered, the hoist will stop moving and hold its position.

CAUTION
Do not allow the pump to bypass for long periods of time, as this will put stress on the hydraulic and
electrical systems of the hoist.

4. To lower the hoist, push the pump knob in.

NOTE
The Venco Hoists powered by PTO drive pumps must be "powered down".  Failure to "power down" will
cause the reservoir to overflow.

5. To lock the hoist against the truck frame when it is in the down position, push the pump knob in.  When
the pump bypasses, place the knob in the center "hold" position.

6. Disengage PTO from transmission per the manufacturer's instructions.

WARNING
Do not drive the truck without first disengaging the PTO drive shaft.  Failure to disengage the PTO drive
shaft may result in severe damage to the pump and pump drive unit.

MANUFACTURING, INC.
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BODY PROP USE AND WARNINGS

D. Body prop(s):  Federal Regulation 1926.601, Paragraph 10, requires the use of a body prop.  Accordingly, all
Venco Hoist Units will have included as a standard item a body prop (safety strut).  See Paragraphs D.1. & D.2.
below.

WARNING
Do not place arms, hands, or any part of the body between the truck longitudinals (long beams) or moving
parts to pull the body prop release/locking pin

Do not use the body prop(s) to support a loaded truck body.

Body prop(s) should be free swinging to a vertical position after the locking pin is released.

Read operation of safety strut and caution labels before operating the hoist.

1. The body prop is designed for use only when the truck body is empty.  The purpose of the body prop is to
provide a safety strut for use when maintenance or inspection are performed on an unloaded truck body in the
raised position.

2. One (1) body prop shall be furnished for truck bodies up to and including 15 feet.  For bodies longer than 15
feet in length, two (2) body props should be used.

Note:  For all dump bodies two (2) body props are required.

3. On models equipped with a spring-loaded release pin, use a suitable tool to pull out the release pin to release
the body prop from the hoist frame.  This will release the body prop allowing it to swing downward to a vertical
position.

4. Make sure that the body prop is aligned with the body prop foot rest (the body prop will be in a vertical
position), then allow the truck body to move downward until the body prop is seated in the foot rest.  Note: Do
not power down after making contact with body prop foot rest.

5. To disengage the body prop, raise the truck body until the body prop swings freely away from the foot pad.
Using a suitable tool, place the tool in a leverage position on the body prop and propel sharply to the left and
upward (or to the right and upward) so that the locking pin can be compressed and seated in the locking pin
hole.  Make certain the body prop is latched securely before the hoist is operated.

WARNING
Use care when reseating the body prop(s) in the locked position.

MANUFACTURING, INC.
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VC 6628
REPLACEMENT PARTS LIST

ITEM QTY PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

1 2 628039 CYLINDER - 6" BORE x 20" STROKE
2 1 662808 LOWER CYLINDER PIVOT SHAFT
3 1 662809 SCISSORS ASSEMBLY
4 1 662830 PTO PUMP
5 - - -

6 - - -
7 1 662806 REAR HINGE ASSEMBLY
8 - - -
9 2 662840 MOUNTING ANGLE
10 2 520065 HYDRAULIC HOSE - 3/8" x 5'

11 2 628041 HYDRAULIC HOSE - 3/8" x 7'-10"
12 2 416010 COTTER PIN - 1/4" x 3"
13 2 416545 5/8 X 3-1/2 CLEVIS PIN ASSEMBLY
14 - - -
15 2 662836 BODY PROP

16 - -
17 - -
18 - -
19 - -
20 - -

21 - -
22 - -
23 - -
24 - -
25 - -

26 - -
27 - -
28 - -
29 - -
30 - -

31 - -
32 - -
33 - -
34 - -
35 - -
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DATE
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VC 6628

*ITEM NOT SHOWN ON DRAWING

REPLACEMENT PARTS DWG REF 662853

*

*
*

*

MANUFACTURING, INC.

NOTE: PIN FOR MULTI-PIECE HINGE IS 662839








